
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

This is a message from The Xova Movement. We are a new activist initiative 
that has been 10 years in the making, and this flyer is being spread to people 
around the world as part of our first announcement. Our mission is to create 
an ideal world and future for everyone, and as rapidly as possible. Our 
primary plan for achieving this is to transition countries to democratic 
socialism, which among other things would include abolishing the ruling 
class, introducing a Universal Basic Income, generously funding public 
infrastructures and services, transitioning societies to a 4 day workweek, 
guaranteeing fair wages for all workers, making businesses optimally 
democratic, preventing all future economic downturns, permanently ending 
inflation, and decommodifying all goods and services, including abolishing 
rent and mortgage interest payments. Our first approach for implementing 
this is to educate populations about democratic socialism. Our second 
approach is to introduce 12 essential election reforms, and to hold elections 
for every electable position in November, in as many countries as possible. 
 

If you want to experience this substantially higher quality of life, please do 
everything you can to support our movement. One of the best things you can 
do is simply spread awareness of our movement. If you want detailed advice 
on how to support our movement please visit our website or read Chapter 3: 
Part 4 (p. 585) of our manifesto. If you are willing to read our manifesto then 
this would be ideal, since not only does it contain essential information that 
must become common knowledge in the immediate future, but also because 
it is guaranteed to be misrepresented by others, and particularly right-wing 
propagandists. If you lack the time, please at least read the “Foreword”, the 
“Introduction”, and any parts that you feel would be personally relevant. All 
documents are available at TheXovaMovement.com and the Xova wiki. 
 

Our plan is to release our next major announcement in June. This will reveal 
our most important initiatives, which will include public protests around the 
world which will begin soon after our next major announcement, and which 
we hope will be attended by millions of people. Many of these initiatives will 
also include financial rewards for those who complete certain objectives. 
 

If you are someone who protects the ruling class and their interests, such as 
by working for intelligence agencies, law enforcement, the military, private 
security agencies, or the legal system, please understand that you and our 
movement are on the same side. You may be directed to suppress our 
movement, but recognize that our movement’s success will substantially 
benefit you, your loved ones, and everyone else in the world. We are not 
asking you to break any laws, but please keep all of this in mind. 
 

Monero verification address: 42CeTZdoVS8cvwwx2gbAUAh5wagRmVTVwGH 
Wq312BejwJ6AHEj1jug12GNWv59tt9YQFqJLVDmQn2hhCRJV7JKhZAuxqGhv 
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